Happy New Year!!
2016 was a good year in terms of investment returns, a nice change from a mediocre 2015.
Now, chopping market returns into subjective calendar years doesn’t necessarily make sense
since market cycles tend to be much longer, yet we are “calendar based” in thought.
Since the Nov 8 election, we have seen some of what is called “animal spirits” in our
investments, with very nice gains. Of great interest (and completely predictable) was the fact
that investor sentiment was the most pessimistic in a decade just as the markets took off.
We continue to focus on goal oriented planning, not on market “moves.” Most goals are long
term (education, estate planning, asset protection, business planning and more) and market
prices are short term phenomenon. We have no great insight into what interest rates will be
next month or next year. We don’t know where the stock market will be in 2017. Indeed, we
had three marked downward periods of prices this year-the first two weeks of the year, the two
days following Brexit, and in the two weeks prior to the election. Each period was hyped by the
financial media as significant. We wrote to you after Brexit and after the election with our
contrary opinion.
We do know is that each family we work with has different goals, and that it is our job to match
investment portfolios to those specific long term goals.
We are long term optimists. Life is getting better in many ways for the vast majority of the
world. We are wealthier and healthier than the last generation. With the unbelievable
improvements in technology (especially in biology and medicine) we have no doubt this trend
will continue.
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iPhone
iPad
Kindle
4G/LTE
Uber
Airbnb
Android
Oculus
Spotify
Nest
Kickstarter
Stripe
Square
Instagram
Snapchat
WhatsApp

Lump Sum Investing vs. Dollar Cost Averaging
I’m often asked about the timing of adding a significant sum of money to one’s portfolio. The
question involves putting the money in over time or all at once. The standard teaching in
academic finance is to invest all at once, since the market goes up more than down on average.
Vanguard just released a nice study supporting the all at once investment approach. They did so
with a variety of portfolios and also with and without international securities. If you’d like to
see it, let me know and I’ll email you a copy.

Random Thoughts
Almost without exception, the best coworkers aren't the smartest or the most
experienced, but the nicest. One pound of intelligence is easily overwhelmed by one ounce of
jerkiness. Morgan Housel
Money talks ...but all mine ever says is good-bye.-anon
Everyday I beat my own previous record for number of consecutive days I've stayed alive.
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